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Today I rode a rhino into school,
So I’ll be the one who makes up all the rules.
For English we won’t be writing,
We’ll be watching vids of ninja’s fighting!
If you even try and disagree with that,
My rhino’s gonna stomp you ‘til you’re flat.
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Don’t mess with me today,
Or my rhino’s gonna make you pay!

In Maths we won’t add two and three,
Instead we’ll have a pirate party!
I don’t care if you think that’s too much play;
You don’t want to mess with a rhinoceros, okay?
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Don’t mess with me today,
Or my rhino’s gonna make you pay!

In science it’s not going to be the same;
We’ll eat ice cream and play a video game!
It’s no good trying to make a deal with me;
My rhino’s gonna squash you flatter than a penny.
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Don’t mess with me today,
Or my rhino’s gonna make you pay!

Son, I agree your rhino’s pretty tough,
But somehow, I just don’t think he’s big enough…
You see, I ALSO rode a rhino into school today,
And my (much bigger) rhino likes to have things HIS way.

My rhino likes to write and add and learn;
And if you mess with that it’s a big concern.
So take your rhino and find a comfy seat,
We all have lots of learning to complete.

I RODE A RHINO INTO SCHOOL QUESTIONS DAY 1
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Why do you think the little boy rode the rhino to school?
Your sentence should start with:
I think he rode the rhino to school because _____________________
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Where do you think the little boy got a rhino?
Your sentence should start with:
I think he got the rhino from _________________________
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I RODE A RHINO INTO SCHOOL QUESTIONS DAY 2
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Why do you think the boy threatened his teacher?
Your sentence should start with:
I think the boy threatened his teacher because ___________
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What could the boy have done instead of threatening his
teacher?
Your sentence should start with:
I think he could have ________________________

I RODE A RHINO INTO SCHOOL QUESTIONS DAY 3
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What would you do if you could ride a rhino around?
Your sentence should start with:
I would ______________________________ if I could ride a rhino around.

ILLUSTRATION CHALLENGE
For English we won’t be writing,
We’ll be watching vids of ninja’s fighting!
If you even try and disagree with that,
My rhino’s gonna stomp you ‘til you’re flat.
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